Conflicts of interest: are informed consent an appropriate mode and disclosure an appropriate remedy?
Conflict of interest (COI) in dentistry is typically thought to arise when a dentist's exercise of professional judgment for the sake of a patient's interest is compromised by a secondary interest such as increase of reputation or financial gain. Disclosure of conflict of interest is often recommended as a remedy to prevent the erosion of the fiduciary relationship and to permit patients to take steps to protect their own interests. Borrowing the concept of a reasonable patient from discussions of disclosure standards for informed consent, this paper offers a patient-centered definition of COI: a COI exists when the presence of a dentist's secondary interest undermines the reasonableness of a reasonable patient's reliance on his or her dentist's professional judgment. It then argues that disclosure of COI (modeled on other disclosures during informed consent) is an inadequate remedy for the breach of ethics presented by COI and an inadequate strategy to prevent harms associated with COI. It also examines research indicating that disclosure of COI has perverse effects on the informed consent process and patient decision-making, so that disclosure of COI actually inhibits patients from taking steps to protect their own welfare.